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AY2016-2017 Annual Program Assessment Report  

Small Business Management Certificate (SBM Cert) and 

Accounting Technician Certificate (Acct Tech Cert) 

This report was prepared following the Business and Public Administration (BPA) 
department’s annual program assessment plan as documented for both the Small Business 
Management and Accounting Technician Certificate programs. 

 
Program Overview 

At UAS, certificate programs are designed to give intensive training in specific 
occupational areas.  Accordingly, the Accounting Technician Certificate (Acct Tech Cert) 
program is designed to provide intensive training for accounting occupations and the skills 
gained by students are entry-level in nature.  The Small Business Management Certificate (SBM 
Cert) program provides intensive training to individuals who are seeking a foundation in small 
business functions and related skills applicable to similar entry-level jobs. 

 
Currently, there are 39 students admitted to the Acct Tech Cert program and 30 students 

admitted to the SBM Cert program.  Some of these students are also admitted to the Business 
Administration AAS and BBA programs.  Graduates from the Acct Tech Cert and SBM Cert 
programs numbered 10 and 4, respectively, in AY 2016-2017. 
 

Program Student Learning Outcomes 

PLOS for the SBM certificate are under development and we expect to have them 
completed during Spring 2018.  The program learning outcomes for the Acct Tech Cert are as 
follows:  
 

Upon completion of the UAS Accounting Technician Certificate, the student will be able 
to successfully: 
 

1. Use mathematical computations in order to solve accounting and finance questions. 
2. Prepare, analyze, and correct accounting entries within an accounting system. 
3. Prepare, read, and analyze the financial statements of an entity. 
4. Set up and use a computer-automated accounting system. 
5. Create, analyze, and explain reports for the financial management of an entity. 
6. Prepare and report on the payroll of an entity. 
7. Use spreadsheets to support the accounting, financial, and managerial reporting needs of 

an entity. 
8. Communicate ideas to others both orally and in writing. 



 

  

 

Student Learning Outcomes Data  

Prior to fall of 2017, we had no formal assessment plan to measure teaching and learning 
effectiveness within our certificate programs.  In keeping with our fall 2017 annual program 
assessment plan, we developed a Peregrine assessment tools for the Acct Tech Cert designed to 
measure student achievement towards PLOs using the following Peregrine testing categories:  

 
Peregrine Testing Topics 

1.  Completing the Accounting Cycle 
a. Accounting Worksheets  
b. Assets and Liabilities as Current or Long-term 
c. Closing of Revenue, Expense, and Dividend Accounts 
d. Post-Closing Trial Balance 
e. Reversing Entries 
f. The Effect of Various transaction on the Current Ratio and the Debt Ratio 

2. The Adjusting Process 
a. Accounting Period Concept, Revenue Recognition and Time Principles, and Time 

Period Concept 
b. Accrual and Cash-Basis Accounting 
c. Adjusted Trial Balance 
d. Adjusting Entries 
e. Financial Statement from Adjusted Trial Balance 
f. Journalize and post Adjusting Entries 

3. Cost Accounting 
a. ABC and Activity based management 
b. Cost Terms and Purposes  
c. CVP Analysis 
d. Job Costing 
e. Master Budget and Responsibility Accounting  

4. Current Liabilities and payroll 
a. Current Liabilities of Known Amount 
b. Current Liabilities’ that must be estimated 
c. Payroll and Payroll tax Amounts 
d. Payroll Transactions 

We anticipated that the first cohort of Acct Tech Cert and SBM Cert students would take 
the exam in Spring 2018, however we did invite some Acct Tech Cert graduates to take the exam 
at the end of fall 2017 semester (there were no SBM completers during fall 2017), however, 
these students ultimately did not complete the exam.  



 

  

 
Improvements to Student Learning 

To improve student learning, we have identified the following improvements that we 
believe will benefit our students enrolled in certificate programs.  

● Develop PLOs and a corresponding Peregrine assessment tool for the SBM certificate 
program. 

● Consider ways to aggregate student course rating data including goals for faculty to 
achieve 3.8 - 4.0 as minimum score. 

● Create a policy for reviewing student course ratings and incorporating improvements into 
faculty annual activity reports. 

● Develop a BPA policy for responding to student complaints. 
● Consider implementing a course syllabi template. 
● Formalize current policies for interacting with students, including setting required email 

turnaround time, requiring class announcements be posted at least once a week, etc.. 
● Create an business program advisory board. 


